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		Category	

	Category

				 -  - Adjust Flow Monitor Nozzles			

				 -  - Automatic Monitor Nozzles			

				 -  - Automatic Nozzles			

				 -  - Constant Gallonage Monitor Nozzles			

				 -  - Constant Gallonage Nozzles			

				 -  - Electric Monitor Nozzles			

				 -  - Fixed Station Monitors			

				 -  - Foam Aeration Tubes			

				 -  - Foam Aeration Tubes			

				 -  - Foam Nozzles			

				 -  - Handline Nozzle Accessories			

				 -  - High Pressure Nozzles			

				 -  - In-Line Eductors			

				 -  - Low Pressure Nozzles			

				 -  - Monitor Accessories 			

				 -  - Monitor Nozzle Accessories			

				 -  - Multi-Mode Nozzles 			

				 -  - Multi-Purpose Nozzles			

				 -  - Portable Ground Monitors			

				 -  - Remote Control Monitors			

				 -  - Selectable Gallonage Monitor Nozzles			

				 -  - Selectable Gallonage Nozzles			

				 -  - Self-Educting Monitor Nozzles 			

				 -  - Self-Educting Nozzles			

				 -  - Shutoff and Tips			

				 -  - Siamese			

				 -  - Specialty Nozzles			

				 -  - Valves			

				 -  - Wyes			





		

				
		
		
	
	
		Material	

	Material

				Alloy			

				Brass			





		

				
		
		
	
	
		Flow Rate	

	Flow Rate

				5-10-24-40 GPM (19-37-90-150 LPM)			

				8-15-30 GPM (30-60-115 LPM)			

				10-30 GPM (37-115 LPM)			

				10-75 GPM (40-285 LPM)			

				10-125 GPM (40-475 LPM)			

				12 GPM (45 LPM)			

				12-23-30 GPM (50-90-115 LPM)			

				12-30-60-80 GPM (50-115-230-300 LPM)			

				13-25-40-60 GPM (50-100-150-230 LPM)			

				13, 25, 40 OR 60 GPM (50, 100, 150 OR 230 LPM)			

				15 GPM (55 LPM)			

				15, 30, 45 GPM (60, 115, 170 LPM)			

				17 OR 30 GPM (65 OR 115 LPM)			

				20-40-100-150 LPM			

				25-60-105  GPM (100-235-400 LPM)			

				30-60-80 GPM (115-230-300 LPM)			

				30-60-95-125 GPM (115-230-360-475 LPM)			

				30-60-95-125-150 GPM (115-230-360-475-570 LPM)			

				30-60-95-125-150-200 GPM (115-230-360-475-550-750 LPM)			

				30 GPM @ 100 PSI (115 LPM @ 7 BAR), 60 GPM @ 90 PSI (230 LPM @ 6.5 BAR), 80 GPM @ 85 PSI (300 LPM @ 6 BAR)			

				50 GPM (200 LPM)			

				50-100-150-230 LPM			

				50-350 GPM (190-1325 LPM)			

				54 GPM (204 LPM)			

				55 GPM (208 LPM)			

				60 GPM (230 LPM)			

				60, 95, 125 GPM (230, 360, 475 LPM)			

				60-95-125-150-200 (230-360-475-570-750)			

				60, 95 OR 125 GPM (230, 360 OR 475 LPM)			

				60, 95, 125 OR 150 GPM (230, 360, 470 OR 570 LPM)			

				60-125 GPM (230-475 LPM)			

				60-200 GPM (230-750 LPM)			

				75-100-125-150 GPM (280-380-475-570 LPM)			

				70-130-230-400 LPM			

				70-200 GPM (265-750 LPM)			

				75-350 GPM (285-1325 LPM)			

				80 GPM @ 100 PSI (300 LPM @ 7 BAR), 130 GPM @ 85 PSI (500 LPM @ 6 BAR), 170 GPM @ 75 PSI (635 LPM @ 5 BAR)			

				95 GPM (360 LPM)			

				95-125-150-200 GPM (360-475-550-750 LPM)			

				95-125-150-200-250 GPM (360-475-550-750-950 LPM)			

				100-235-400 LPM			

				100-250-350-500 LPM			

				125 GPM (475 LPM)			

				130-235-400 LPM			

				135 GPM (510 LPM)			

				150 GPM (550 LPM)			

				150, 175 OR 200 GPM (550, 660 OR 750 LPM)			

				150, 175, 200 OR 250 GPM (550, 660, 750 OR 950 LPM)			

				150, 250, 350, 500 GPM (550, 950, 1325, 1900 LPM)			

				160-200-240-280-320 GPM (600-750-900-1050-1200 LPM)			

				200 GPM (750 LPM)			

				200, 250, 300 OR 350 GPM (750, 950, 1140 OR 1325 LPM)			

				200, 250, 350 GPM (750, 950, 1325 LPM)			

				225 GPM (850 LPM)			

				225, 350, 500 GPM (850, 1325, 1900 LPM)			

				225, 350, 500 OR 600 GPM (850, 1325, 1900 OR 2270 LPM)			

				250 GPM (950 LPM)			

				250-400-550-750 GPM (500-1000-1500-2000 LPM OR 950-1600-2000-2900 LPM)			

				250, 375, 500 GPM (950, 1420, 1900 LPM)			

				250 ,400, 550, 750 GPM (950, 1525, 2100, 2900 LPM)			

				250 ,400, 550 OR 750 GPM (950, 1525, 2100, 2900 LPM)			

				285-500-600-800-950 LPM			

				300-400-500-600 GPM (1200-1600-2000-2400 LPM)			

				300, 500, 700 GPM (1140, 1900, 2660 LPM)			

				300, 500, 750, 1000 GPM (1140, 1900, 2900, 3800 LPM)			

				300, 500, 800, 1000 GPM (1140, 1900, 3030, 3800 LPM)			

				300-1000 GPM (1140-3800 LPM)			

				300-1250 GPM (1140-4800 LPM)			

				350 GPM (1325 LPM)			

				350-500-750-1000 GPM (1325-1900-2900-3800 LPM)			

				350, 500 OR 750 GPM (1325, 1900 OR 2900 LPM)			

				350, 500, 750 GPM (1325, 1900, 2900 LPM)			

				400 GPM (1525 LPM)			

				500 GPM (1900 LPM)			

				500-750-1000-1250 GPM (1900-2900-3800-4800 LPM)			

				500, 750, 1000 OR 1250 GPM (1900, 2900, 3800 OR 4800 LPM)			

				500,750,1000,1250 GPM (1900-2900-3800-4800 LPM)			

				750 GPM (2900 LPM)			

				750 OR 1000 GPM (2900 OR 3800 LPM)			

				750, 1000 GPM (2900, 3800 LPM)			

				750, 1000, 1250 GPM (2900, 3800, 4800 LPM)			

				750-1250 GPM (2900-4800 LPM)			

				800 GPM (3030 LPM)			

				1000 GPM (3800 LPM)			

				1000, 1250, 1500 GPM (3800, 4800, 5700 LPM)			

				1250 GPM (4800 LPM)			

				1250, 1500, 2000 GPM (4800, 5700, 7600 LPM)			

				1250,1500 OR 2000 GPM (4800, 5700 OR 7600 LPM)			

				1500 OR 2000 GPM (5700 OR 7600 LPM)			

				1800 GPM (6800 LPM)			

				2000 GPM (7600 LPM)			

				FOG FLOW: 60 GPM (230 LPM)			

				FOG FLOW: 115 GPM (435 LPM)			

				FOG FLOW: 135 GPM (510 LPM)			





		

				
		
		
	
	
		Inlet	

	Inlet

				1" (25 mm)			

				1-1/2" (38 mm)			

				1-1/2" (x2) (38 mm)			

				2" (50 mm)			

				2-1/2" (65 mm)			

				2-1/2" (x2) (65 mm)			

				2-1/2" (x3) (65 mm)			

				2-1/2" to 6" (65 to 150 mm)			

				3" (76 mm)			

				3-1/2" (89 mm)			

				4" (102 mm)			

				5" (134 mm)			

				2" Flange			

				2-1/2" Flange			

				3" Flange			

				4" Flange			

				6" Flange			

				Quick Connection			





		

				
		
		
	
	
		Certifications	

	Certifications

				FM			

				USCG			

				NFPA			

				MED			

				EN			

				CNAS			

				UAECD			
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Certified Quality

FM, MED, USCG independently certified and approved, ISO 9001 registered with UL
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Superior Value

Dedication to the highest product quality at the most competitive prices
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Satisfaction Guarantee

Dedication to supply the highest quality products in the shortest lead time
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Dedicated Support

Fast price quote, technical clarification and product troubleshooting
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                                933E                            
                            
                                Wireless Remote Control Monitor                            
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The Style 933Excel Remote Control Monitor produces efficient flows up to 750 GPM via convenient and intuitive controls. Its CAN control system features an easy “plug and play” setup. This compact monitor is designed with dual-speed control for accelerated water stream positioning.
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                                622E-2                            
                            
                                Dual-Purpose Remote Control Ground Monitor                            
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Style 622E-2 is a dynamic and versatile combination remote control portable or deck monitor. The monitor comes with Style 817E Electric Monitor Nozzle, wireless transmitter, battery recharger and canvas bag for detachable folding legs. Compact folding base can be stored in any truck compartment or pre-connected in the hose bed. Features carbide-tipped spikes for extended resistance to wear and large handle for excellent portability.
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                                649S                            
                            
                                Industrial Monitor                            
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Style 649S is a rugged and flow-efficient monitor with high reliability and minimal maintenance. Integrated ball-valve shutoff improves sealing and increases gating ability. The brass constructed monitor comes with full 3" waterway for flow rate of up to 1250 GPM (4800 LPM), and is ideal for marine, offshore, industrial and other corrosive environment. Features compact design and low-profile with cast-in turning vanes for efficient flow and minimal friction loss.
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                                887S                            
                            
                                Adjustable Self-Educting Monitor Nozzle                            
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Style 887S is a versatile self-educting monitor nozzle with adjustable flow rates via spring-loaded baffle from 225 to 350 to 500 GPM (850 to 1325 to 1900 LPM). Style 887S comes with variable foam proportioning with 1%, 3% or 6% foam pickup rates via interchangeable foam orifice inserts and 9’ industrial grade pickup hose with quick connection coupling and 15” stainless tube.
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                                960                            
                            
                                Wireless Remote Control Monitor                            
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Style 960 is a technologically advanced wireless electric monitor. The monitor comes with Style 856E Electric Monitor Nozzle with flow range up to 2000 GPM (7600 LPM). Brushless electric motor is designed to eliminate sparks and reduce risk of ignition. Waterproof (IP 65 rated) control system with locking connectors ensures reliable performance under demanding conditions.
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                                IRCS                            
                            
                                Integrated Remote Control System (IRCS)                            
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IRCS effectively protects and monitors multiple designed locations or an expansive risk area from a remote central station. IRCS efficiently controls up to 16 monitors with an easy-to-use operating touch interface and offers alarm sensor with temperature deviation during activation. IRCS achieves more focused cost control and realize on-time delivery and installations with an integrated solution.
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                                368E-BC                            
                            
                                Selectable Gallonage Foam Nozzle                            
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Style 368E-BC is a combination pattern nozzle with versatile multiple flow settings and retractable foam aspirating sleeve. Style 368E-BC offers the flexibility to aspirate foam and flow stream and fog in a single dynamic nozzle. The nozzle is designed for water and foam applications with Class A and AFFF foam.
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                                333-SV                            
                            
                                Multi-Purpose Slide Valve Nozzle                            
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Style 333-SV is a technologically advanced nozzle with dynamic multiple flow settings and synchronised solid bore and fog stream capability. The slide valve design effectively delivers adjustable solid bore via the handle.
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Style 660 is a rugged, high-grade brass constructed monitor that optimises advanced computer aided design and testing technology, offering features such as cast-in vanes for high flow efficiency and minimised flow turbulence. The monitor comes with full 4-1/4” waterway for flow rate of up to 2000 GPM (7600 LPM).

 
                        
                    
	            
            
        

            








			

		
		
					
				ABOUT

Protek Manufacturing Corp. is a leader in providing high performance fire fighting equipment. Since 1972, Protek has adhered to three operating principles of delivering high-quality products, creating value for our customers and providing exceptional service. We offer a wide range of products from handline and master stream nozzles to fire monitors and foam equipment, as well as a wide selection of accessories and valves to broaden the application of our products. We serve various markets across government & municipality, oil & gas, petrochemical, mining & construction, marine & offshore, wildland forestry, airports, commercial and industrial fire protection. We have considerable experience in supplying major projects and have secured contracts on an international bid basis.
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						CONTACT

Add

No. 226, Sec. 4, Changping Rd., Daya Dist.
Taichung City 42850, Taiwan R.O.C. (MAP)

 

Tel

+886-4-2567-2111

 

Fax

+886-4-2567-0098

 

Email

sales@protekfire.com.tw

 

Skype

proteksales
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